
It’s the number one cause of death for women--but heart disease is also 80% preventable, 
according to the Mayo Clinic. How do you stop this sometimes-silent killer? 

“Do one thing a day and by the end of the month, you – and your family – will have 
a healthier heart,” says Suzanne Steinbaum, M.D., an attending cardiologist and 
Director of Women and Heart Disease at the Heart and Vascular Institute of Lenox Hill 
Hospital in New York City.

These 7 daily tips are the easiest, most effective and expert-endorsed ways to prevent 
and manage heart disease.  Find 21 more ideas online at www.spacecityparent.com-  
one idea for each day this month.

1. Go guilt-free
Instead of feeling guilty if your blood 
pressure is high or your cholesterol 
is out of control, Steinbaum says turn 
energy you’d use feeling guilty toward 
making changes in your lifestyle. To 
ditch the guilt, remind yourself 80 
percent of heart disease is preventable. 

“And recognize that it’s never too late 
to adopt a healthier lifestyle to make a 
difference in your heart’s health,” says 
Irene Levine, Ph.D., a psychologist in 
New York, New York and professor 
at the New York University School  
of Medicine. 

2. Go nuts
Reign in or control cholesterol by 
sprinkling unsalted nuts on a salad or 
your oatmeal. “Nuts are rich in plant 
sterols, natural substances that block 
absorption of cholesterol from the 
digestive tract,” says Stephen Devries, 
M.D., a preventive cardiologist at 
Northwestern Memorial Hospital in 
Chicago. Two handfuls a day (about 
2 ounces) have been shown to reduce 

“bad” LDL cholesterol by 10 points. Four 
handfuls of nuts have been shown to cut 
the risk of heart disease by more than 
1/3 “All nuts appear to be beneficial, 
but almonds and walnuts have the most 
benefit,” says Devries.

3. Chat it up
Make today’s Facebook status a 
message that women experience 
different symptoms of a heart attack 
than men, and encourage your 
female friends to make that message 
their current status, too. “Roughly 
one third to one quarter of women 
who have a heart attack don’t 
have any chest pain at all,” says A. 
Marc Gillinov, M.D., cardiologist 
and surgical director, Center for 
Atrial Fibrillation at The Cleveland 
Clinic. Instead of clutching at their 
chest with intense pain like a man 
might, Gillinov says women who 
do experience pain tend to feel 
heaviness in the chest. “They feel like 
an elephant is sitting on their chest,” 
he says. 

4. Start everyone’s day 
the heart-healthy way
Skip the muffin and keep your 
family’s hearts beating strong with 
a heart healthy breakfast of two 
slices of whole grain toast, an 8 oz. 

glass of orange juice and ½ cup of 
low-fat yogurt. “You can reduce your 
cholesterol by as much as 15 to 20 
percent with a healthy diet of fruits, 
vegetables, whole grains and lean 
proteins,” says Steinbaum.

5. Stop and smell the roses
Allot ten minutes of “me time” today, 
no matter how busy you are. “Enjoying 
life and doing something indulgent for 
yourself leads to a positive attitude and 
the likelihood you’ll make heart-smart 
choices like exercising and eating 
healthy,” says Martha Grogan, M.D., 
a cardiologist at the Mayo Clinic 
and medical editor of Mayo Clinic 
Healthy Heart For Life! (Time Home 
Entertainment Inc.) 

6. Soak don’t shower
Send stress packing with a soothing 
soak in the tub tonight instead of a 
rushed shower. “Your blood pressure 
and heart rate both jump up when 
you’re stressed or angry. And people 
who experience a lot of anger and 
stress get more heart disease,” says 
Gillinov.

7. Fill up your cup
No need to shy away from coffee this 
morning, or any time of the day. A new 
Harvard study says there is no risk of 
heart disease associated with coffee, 
even as much as six cups a day. And 
as long as it’s brewed using a paper 
filter, boiled or prepared in a French 
press, 8 ounces of coffee can help 

shave off a few points of cholesterol.  
If coffee isn’t your thing, fill your mug 
with hot cocoa. The flavanols, natural 
plant compounds in cocoa, help your 
blood vessels function better to reduce 
your risk of cardiovascular disease

Keep these numbers in mind to 
reinforce the need to make one small, 
heart-healthy step every day.

Only 13 percent of women 
think they’re at risk for heart disease, 
when in reality heart disease kills 
more women than all types of cancer 
combined. 

The World Health Organization 
estimates that almost 20% of 
all strokes and over 50% of all 
heart attacks can be linked to high 
cholesterol.

1 in 6 people will have a stroke 
in their lifetime. Global predictions 
indicate the incidence of fatal stroke 
and heart disease will continue to 
rise, from around 6 million per year 
in 2010 to almost 8 million per year 
by 2030. 

Only 53% of women would call 
911 if they thought they were having 
a heart attack.
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8. Make someone else feel good
Go out of your way to compliment someone or ask another person about their 
day. “If you make someone happy, you’ll make yourself happy,” says Grogan. 
Happiness reduces stress hormones in your body, and helps your heart recovery 
faster after vigorous exercise or exertion, according to a study from the University 
of Illinois.

9. Go with the girls to a CPR course 
Take ‘girls night out’ to your local fire department or hospital to learn chest-
compression-only CPR. That way you’ll know what to do if you see someone 
collapse from cardiac arrest. 

10. Get in touch with nature
Instead of walking on a treadmill or at the mall, switch things up and walk in a 
park, woods or other green space. Japanese researchers found walking in woodsy 
places lowers the stress hormone cortisol by almost 16 percent and blood pressure 
by almost 4 percent. Indoor walking yielded about 1/3 less benefits.

11. Sit up
Sit up on the sofa or in bed while 
relaxing with your favorite show, book 
or magazine tonight. Sitting requires 
more energy than lying down. That 
translates into burning more calories 
and the ability to better manage your 
weight, says Rose Marie Robertson, 
M.D., chief science officer, American 
Heart Association. 

12. Grab an apple
Florida State University researchers 
found an apple a day just might keep 
the doctor away by lowering LDL 
cholesterol by 23 percent and raising 
“good” HDL cholesterol by about 4 
percent, according to their study. Oh 
yeah, apple-eating women also lose 
an average of 3.3 pounds, reducing 
the risk for obesity, another factor in 
heart disease.

13. Stand up for your 
heart’s sake
Grogan suggests standing up to 
perform tasks like folding laundry, 
balancing the checkbook or paying 
bills online. “Studies have shown that 
prolonged sitting, or sitting for majority 
of the day, is equivalent to smoking 
as far as the risk for cardiovascular 
disease,” she says. On the flip side, 
standing helps improve circulation and 
the health of your arteries.

14. Dress things up
No matter how comfy your yoga pants 
are, Steinbaum suggests pulling on a 

pair of ‘real’ pants today – and every 
day. “You don’t feel sweats or yoga 
pants getting snug around the waist, an 
indication you’re not eating a healthy 
diet, like you do in jeans, khakis or pants 
that don’t have an elastic waistband,” 
she says. 

15. Stop snoring
64 percent of people with high blood 
pressure have sleep apnea. If your 
hubby’s snoring kept you up all night 
last night, insist he have his blood 
pressure checked ASAP. Snoring is a 
sign of sleep apnea. 

16. Clean your kitchen like 
a champ
To protect all the hearts in her family, 
Laila Ali turned her kitchen upside 
down. “I cleaned out my pantry and 
tossed things that weren’t natural or 
organic and replaced them with ‘food 
from the Earth’,” she says. “Now we eat 
a lot of fresh fruits and vegetables.” 

17. Ditch salad dressings
Swap creamy salad dressing for a 
healthy homemade blend of extra 
virgin olive oil and balsamic vinegar, 
says Gillinov. “Olive oil is part of a 
Mediterranean diet and a healthy fat 
that’s good for your heart.” Spice up 
salads with this easy to make dressing:

1 sprig fresh oregano
1 sprig fresh thyme
1 cup olive oil
1/4 cup balsamic vinegar
pepper to taste

18. Tell yourself a  
happy story
To prevent your blood pressure from 
soaring when you’re ticked off because 
you’re stuck in traffic, irked at the 
office or upset over a fight with your 
teen, Gillinov suggests telling yourself 
something good. “Acknowledge out 
loud something about your teen that 
makes you proud or remind yourself 
how prepared you are for work to keep 
your heart calm and healthy,” he says. 

19. Hold a heart drill
Use ‘family night” to form an emergency 
plan in case someone exhibits signs of 
a heart attack. “You practice fire drills 
and should practice similar heart-related 
drills, too,” says Grogan. Stress the 
importance of first always calling 9-1-
1 and then practice compression-only 
CPR on a stuffed animal or doll. “CPR 
should be done by pressing on chest to 
compress it one and a half inches to the 
tune of ‘Staying Alive’,” she says.

20. Watch a comedy
30 minutes of laughing at television 
shows can provide your heart a 
healthy boost for up to 24 hours, says 
a new study conducted by Japanese 
researchers. Turns out time with your 
favorite sit-com can open up your 
arteries, allowing blood to flow more 
freely and reduce your blood pressure.

21. Send a contract
Email an agreement to the women in 
your life that none of you will ignore 
your hearts or the signs that you could 
be having a heart attack. Having 
that written ‘contract’ keeps you all 
accountable to each other. “And make 
sure you all commit to calling 9-1-
1- immediately if you suspect you’re 
having a heart attack,” says Steinbaum. 

22. Move blood pressure 
meds to before bed
If you take medicine to help control 
your blood pressure, when you take it 
could be critical. Taking blood pressure 
medicine before bed cuts the risk of 
a heart attack by14 percent, and 
lowers blood pressure 11 percent more 
than taking medicine in the morning, 
according to new research. 

23. Try for 10
Not enough hours today to get to 
the gym or squeeze in an aerobics 
class? No problem! “Walking, biking, 
swimming or jogging just 10 minutes a 
day dramatically decreases the risk of 
heart attack and stroke in women,” says 
Grogan. 

24. Belt out a tune
Singing just two songs can lower blood 
pressure by as much as 25 percent, 
according to Harvard scientists. Since 
you can sing just about anywhere 
including the shower, it’s an easy way 
to keep your pressure under control. 

25. Pack a white snack
Stuff a pear in your purse for a snack 
or pack one in your kids’ lunch. 
Eating one piece of fruit that has white 
flesh, like pears and apples, too, a 
day reduces the risk of stroke by 52 
percent. 

26. Rest up
New research from the American 
Heart Association says tossing and 
turning all night long just one night a 
week ups the odds of heart disease 
by 27 percent. “When you’re sleep 
deprived, your body ramps up 
production of appetite-stimulating 
hormones. That can lead to over-eating 
and eventually being overweight,” 
says Grogan. Getting 7 to 9 hours of 
sleep a night helps maintain a heart-
healthy weight. 

27. Band together for 
blood pressure checks
Gather up your gal pals and go for 
a blood pressure screening at your 
local drug store. Steinbaum says 
women often go for mammograms 
together and should tap into that type 
of camaraderie and support to have 
their blood pressure checked. 

28. Sweeten up
Indulge –just a little – in your love of 
chocolate. Researchers found that 
regularly eating milk or dark chocolate 
can reduce your risk of cardiovascular 
disease by 37 percent. Just don’t go 
overboard and gobble up too much; 
chocolate can be fattening, too. Aim 
for no more than one or two Hershey 
kisses or one square of a regular size 
chocolate bar to prevent packing on 
pounds. 

29. Skip out on soda
Drinking two or more sugar-sweetened 
beverages a day may expand a 
woman’s waistline and increase her 
risk of heart disease and diabetes, 
according to the American Heart 
Association. “Soda is a four-letter 
word,” says Steinbaum. “Even diet 
soda is associated with metabolic 
syndrome and an increased risk for 
heart disease.” Doctors aren’t quite 
sure about the link from soda to heart 
disease, but suspect soda drinkers 
have a diet that’s more unhealthy than 
non soda drinkers.

30. Schedule a cleaning
A sparkling smile can lower your risk 
of heart disease. Having your teeth 
cleaned once a year may cut the 
odds of heart disease by 24 percent 
and stroke by 13 percent, according 
to new research from Taiwan. A 
professional cleaning appears to 
reduce inflammation that causes 
bacteria growth and leads to heart 
disease or stroke.
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